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ABSTRACT-While, searching on web user want to get more accurate recommendation according to his interest.The 
rapid growth of online travel information imposes an increasing challenge for tourists who have to choose from a large 
number of travel packages to satisfy their personalized requirements. our approach is not only personalized to user’s 
travel interest but also able to recommend a travel sequence rather than individual Points of Interest (POIs). Topical 
package space including representative tags, the distributions of cost, visiting time and visiting season of each topic, is 
mined to bridge the vocabulary gap between user travel preference and travel routes. We map both user’s and routes’ 
textual descriptions to the topical package space to get user topical package model and route topical package model 
(i.e., topical interest, cost, time and season).Here similar users collaborative filtering for recommendation can also 
apply . 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

A personalized travel sequence recommendation system to facilitate comprehensive Points of Interest (POIs), 
topical interest, cost, time and season that are recommended to social media users . This work propose an learning 
algorithm calledTopical Package Model which learns userstravel preferences from text descriptions associated with 
geo-tagged photos. Then optimized the top ranked famous travel sequences are recommended according to social 
similar users travel records. The rapid growth of cities has developed an increasing number of points of interest (POIs), 
e.g., restaurants, stores, hotels, providing us with more opportunities to experience life than ever before. 
Recommending points of interest (POIs) to a user according to the user’s current location and past check-in activities . 
The final recommendation of POIs is derived by combining the predicted rating on content and the predicted rating on 
location of POITourism has become one of the world’s largest industries. Furthermore, according to the forecast by the 
World Travel & Tourism council, the contribution of tourism to global GDP is expected to rise from 9.1% in 2011 to 
9.6% by 2021. Indeed, with the advancement of time and the improvement of living standards, even an ordinary family 
can do extended travel very comfortably on a small budget. As a trend, more and more travel companies, such as 
Expedia, provide online services. However, the rapid growth of online travel information imposes an increasing 
challenge for tourists who have to choose from a large number of travel packages to satisfy their personalized 
requirements. On the other side, to get more business and profit, the  

travel companies have to understand these preferences from different tourists and serve more attractive packages. 
Therefore, the demand for intelligent travel services, from both tourists and travel companies, is expected to increase 
dramatically. Since recommender systems have been successfully applied to enhance the quality of service for 
customers in a number of fields it is natural direction to develop recommender systems for personalized travel package 
recommendation.  
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II.EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

Existing system on travel recommendation mining famous travel POIs and routes are mainly from four kinds of big 
social media, GPS trajectory, check-in data, geo-tags and blogs (travelogues. However, general travel route planning 
cannot well meet users’ personal requirements. Personalized travel recommendation recommends the POIs and routes 
by mining user’s travel records. The most famous method is location-based collaborative filtering (LCF). To LCF, 
similar social users are searched based on the location co-occurrence of previously visited POIs. Then POIs are ranked 
based on similar users’ visiting records. 
 

III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

1. This paper Presents a personalized travel sequence recommendation system by learning topical package model from 
big multi-source social media: travelogues and community contributed photos. The advantages of this system are 
automatically mined user’s and routes’ travel topical preferences including the topical interest, cost, time and season. 
They recommended not only POIs but also travel sequence.  
2. Proposed system worked on  a novel query-dependent landmark ranking system based on heterogeneous travel 
information fusion to facilitate a smart travel guide. This system gets the initial ranking list of landmarks via text 
matching. The advantage is, maximize the satisfaction and minimize the information load. Less efficiency is a 
disadvantage of this paper[2]. 
3. The paper is an author topic model-based collaborative filtering (ATCF) method is proposed to facilitate 
comprehensive points of interest (POIs) recommendations for social users.The disadvantage is, dataset is small. Only 
textual information of geo-tagged is given[3]. 

4. System presentsis content information on LBSNs with respect to POI properties, user interests, and sentiment 
indications. Model the three types of information under a unified POI recommendation framework with the 
consideration of their relationship to check-in actions. The advantage is, user behavior, and demonstrates its power to 
improve POI recommendation performance on LBSNs. And the disadvantage is contain only small dataset[4]. 
5. The system worked on the problem of time-aware POI recommendation, which aims at recommending a list of POIs 
for a user to visit at a given time. To exploit both geographical and temporal influencesin time-aware POI 
recommendation. The disadvantage is taken a more time[5]. 
6. Propose systemis an unsupervised image GPS location estimation approach with hierarchical global feature 
clustering and local feature refinement. Consist of two parts: offline system and online system. The disadvantage is in 
online system data should be not secured [6]. 
7.System present is to mine user daily behavior based on a user's location history. Time- clustering-based behavior 
analyses (TCBA) are proposed to model each individual’s location history and mine the regularity in daily activities[7]. 
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

Fig.1: System architecture 

V. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

Propose system will mine user’s POI ,routesand travel topical preferences including the topical interest, cost, time and 
season. Admin add places for each place in city. He can view the user’s details as well as each user’s interest. User 
register to the system with its Facebook developer access token that used to get users Facebook data and from that we 
are mining user’s preference by Aho-corasick algorithm .User can add travelogs detail and   his community contributed 
photos. Travelogs details are used to get user preferred season for travelling .From dataset travelogs are mined to get 
time season cost for each place. When user enters the query to search places use get details according to his preference 
which is get at the time of registration. According to user entered likes his offline preference is updated and again 
according to that user gets result. User can give rating, comment to each place. User can get optimized package 
according to his preference of similar user. User can view places recommendation by Rating, Online interest, 
Preference, activity, Season .He can view his package that contain best season, cost, preference package detail. User 
can view online interests package. User can view places on map. User can view multiple preferences package detail. 
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              VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper present the system that mine uses POI From Facebook and according to that places will recommend while 
recommending the places system create topical package of places that will show travelogues mined time season and 
cost of each places. User will book the package and view mined rank on map. User will get recommendation on basis 
of collaborative filtering. That will consider user’s Poi and according to that POI similar user will find and on that basis 
places will recommend to user.  
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